
The  30-Day  Trial  Partner
Program
Immediately after the registration as a Clubshop Affiliate,
the system invite you (and all your incoming affiliates) to
start your 30-Day Trial Partner Program.

This step is the second one of the three essential steps of
the Clubshop business funnel.

Why  is  this  step  so
important?
For several reasons!
First, we designed this program because 100% of people who
know this business are enthusiastic about it.

So, on the one hand, our need was to allow people to see with
their eyes the entire business-building process at work. 

We know people need to understand the process entirely, to be
aware of its vast income potential. 

They need to get rid of all fears and skepticism they could
have due to any reason.

On the other hand, we needed to speed up the entire process,
usually slowed down by the typical destructive attitude to
procrastinate that we all have.

The latter is a paradox. Everybody wants to make money rapidly
and expect the other ones to make a decision quickly. 

But when we are the ones who should jump into action with
determination, we hesitate, procrastinate and never take the
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first step.

The result? It’s what we are and what we have today. 

If we’re happy with that, it’s okay.

If we’re not and want to get better results, we need to change
our  mindset,  attitude,  and  actions.  Otherwise,  we’ll  keep
getting the same results over and over again.

Well, we designed the 30-Day Trial Program even to overcome
this destructive attitude based on procrastination. It rewards
first of all the most reactive and determined people.

It forces you to jump into action without wasting too much
time. But still, it gives you all the time people need to make
a conscious decision about starting or not their Clubshop
Business.

The video in this lesson explains in detail the 30-Day Trial
Program.

Observe it and, if you don’t understand something, post your
questions here in the Q&A section.

How to activate your 30-Day
Trial in three easy steps.



Click the green button you see on the right-hand side of1.
your  Affiliate  Dashboard  (like  shown  in  the  image
above).
Learn all the information available on the Trial Program2.
page, including the video to determine the kind of GPS
you want for your trial program.
Start  your  Trial  by  clicking  the  button  which3.
corresponds to the GPS you want to try.

What  is  going  to  happen
during your Trial Program?
Your  business  can  start  growing  and  producing
pending commissions for you automatically.
You can see everything in real-time and, familiar with your
Trial Partner Control Center as well as the GPS Dashboard. You
can even use all the GPS tools included in your Trial type.

If you confirm your GPS during the Trial period, you retain
all you see in your reports, vertical line of Trial Partners,
Team Pool, and Pending Commissions.
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But, if your fellow co-sponsors or your Trial Partners confirm
their GPS before you, you lose part or all of your commissions
and team.

In  your  Trial  Partner  Control  Center  you  have  all  the
counters, indicators, and reports you need. You can easily see
how your team and pending income are growing or shrinking day
by day.

The faster you confirm your GPS, the lower the risk of losing
everything.

Once  you  have  confirmed  your  GPS,  each  time  one  of  your
existing or incoming Trial Partners confirms their GPS, your
“pending” commissions become instantly “payable” commissions.

BEAR IN MIND: while you are in the Trial Period, you can’t
confirm a GPS Type inferior to the one that you are trying. If
you do that, your GPS cannot be activated, and your payment
will be sent back after a few days.

Please watch the video below for a more detailed explanation
about every aspect of the 30-Day FREE GPS Trial, please watch
the video below.


